couple commitment, cooperation in means) would have been eliminated. The effect of concurrence in desire for birth control would have to be a simple additive one: Two motivated persons per couple might, through their independent efforts, achieve longer delay of next child than one motivated person.
From a policy standpoint, the degree to which concurrence without communication affects birth control performance becomes crucial. For instance, given educational resources adequate to approach N persons, is it more efficient to approach husbands of N wives who already have been approached, or is it more efficient to approach N new wives?
To us, the degree of the effect of concurrence on birth control adoption and efficiency still remains an important issue, even if we are right that such concurrence implies little communication in underdeveloped countries.
CULTURAL PATTERNING OF SEXUAL SOCIALIZATION DAVID R. HEISE

University of Wisconsin
Out of 81 logically possible patterns of sexual socialization, 14 were found to occur in a cross-cultural sample of societies. The occurrence of these 14 patterns, as opposed to the other 67, could not be explained in terms of their internal consistency nor in terms of the socialization continuity they provide. However, both an inhibition-imitation hypothesis and an adolescent strain hypothesis held some differentiating power. Shifting the unit of analysis from patterns to societies, the available evidence indicated that patterns with perfect internal consistency and/or continuity are favored in terms of frequency of occurrence but, among patterns which are not perfect, the degree of consistency or continuity is not much related to occurrence frequencies. Use of a statistical model to make predictions from the continuity hypothesis concerning intergenerational change suggested that movements from pattern to pattern are not determined solely by pressures for cultural continuity.
T HIS study employs the cross-cultural
technique to analyze characteristics and determinants of sex norms at age levels ranging from infancy to adulthood. A first question is whether norms at different ages are related to one another. Evidence from previous studies indicated that patterning does exist and is so marked that some combinations of norms seem not to occur at all.' An effort is made here to identify occurrent sex-socialization patterns, separating them from those which apparently do not occur (or which rarely occur).
Second, comparing occurrent with nonoccurrent patterns, an attempt is made to define conditions which differentiate the two classes of patterns. The differentiating power of various hypotheses is examined, and conclusions are derived concerning the importance of normative consistency and continuity, adolescent strain, inhibition, and imitation, as determinants of sex socialization patterns. Finally, the frequencies of the various occurrent patterns are estimated and the effectiveness of certain sociocultural hypotheses in predicting the frequencies is considered.
Attention is focused on restrictive-permissive variations in sex norms where the restrictive-permissive dimension is conceived as a measure of the social acceptance of variation in sexual events. The most extreme restrictiveness would involve limiting variation with respect to all of the components of events, i.e., any sexual activity would be tabooed except that which occurs in a set place and time among persons in qualified statuses who have legitimate mo-tives and who engage only in approved actions having sanctioned consequences. In this study, prohibition and punishment of variety in sexual events is the basis for classifying a society as "restrictive," and tolerance or encouragement of varied experience is viewed as permissiveness. The possibility of conflicting norm definitions necessitates adding a third category of "semi-restrictive." This is applied when formal and informal prescriptions contrast, e.g., when acts are encouraged by the peer group but prohibited and punished officially. The classification is also applied when prescriptions covering the various components of sexual events are incongruent, e.g., when essentially no restrictions are imposed on adolescent activities but premarital pregnancy is prohibited and severely punished. The major characteristic of a semi-restrictive norm is that it is actually a double norm imposing a conflict situation.
The categories of measurement in this study are the three classifications-restrictive (R), semi-restrictive (S), and permissive (P) -as applied to the sex norms of a society at each of four age levels: infancy (I), childhood (C), adolescence (T), and adulthood (A). The restrictive-permissive distinction in sexual norms as employed here is based on differences in evaluations, i.e., conditions of prohibition, punishment, encouragement, and so forth, and does not necessarily correspond to variations in the amount or variety of actual behavior.
To determine the patterns of norms which exist, tables are constructed to compare the sex norms of one age level with those of another age level. The data for the tables are observations on a cross-cultural sample of societies; 2 the goal of analysis is to find the cells (norm combinations) which are represented frequently enough to be considered viable social possibilities. The structures which exist with reasonable frequency are further analyzed to uncover determinants of sex-norm patterning. PROCEDURE Ratings of Norms. Necessarily classification of norms at different age levels was based on different criteria. For example, prohibition of any sexual activity was an indication of restrictiveness for childhood norms but inapplicable to adult norms since no ongoing society prohibits all adult sexual activity; tolerance of extramarital relations was a criterion for adult norms but inapplicable for childhood. This complicates the meaning of a given classification, but the basic definitions do allow some anchorage. Restrictive norms are comparable in the sense that they all involve some kind of maximal constraint; permissive norms are comparable in the sense that they all involve some kind of considerable freedom; and semi-restrictive norms are comparable in the sense that they all involve some obvious conflict between permissiveness and restrictiveness. Differences between norms within each classification may be substantial, but almost certainly they are less than the variations between levels. Exceptions to this statement can be viewed as errors, and the analytic techniques employed here allow for errors of this kind.
Infancy. Ratings of norms for very young children were derived from data presented by Whiting and Child.3 To test certain psychoanalytic propositions, they had judges score the "initial sexual satisfaction potential" and "sexual socialization anxiety" of 60 societies, and then quantified the ratings in terms of 21-point scales. The age-range of interest was early childhood, corresponding roughly to "the pre-school years." For this study, the anxiety score was subtracted from the initial-satisfaction score to obtain a single summary score for each society; in previous work 4 this summary score was found more related to other sex-behavior variables than either of the component scores. Then the summary scores were trichotomized, and a society was classified "restrictive" if its summary score was less than or equal to -4, "semi-restrictive" if the score was -3 to +3, and "permissive" if the summary score was +4 or greater.
Childhood. Permissiveness toward sex behavior in later childhood was determined from information provided by Ford and Beach.5 The age-range treated by them overlaps with early childhood and with adolescence in some particular cases but in general is focused on the years between infancy (as considered above) and puberty, and corresponds roughly to "the grade-school years." They define restrictive societies as those in which "adults attempt to deny young children any form of sexual expression," semi-restrictive societies as those in which adults voice "formal prohibitions that are apparently not very serious and in fact are not enforced," and permissive societies as those in which adults "take a completely tolerant and permissive attitude toward sex expression in childhood." With each definition they indicate societies which are within that class. These ratings were used as presented except in a few cases where statements within the book indicated a particular society might be placed more aptly in a different class from the one they assigned.6 Also the restrictive class was extended to include societies which demand virginity of girls at marriage, maintain strict segregation of sexes among children, and strictly prohibit sexual activity before puberty though not after.
Adolescence. Ratings of permissiveness toward adolescent sexual activity were drawn from the "World Ethnographic Sample" sections of the journal, Etknography.7 The age range treated is from puberty to marriage, thus corresponding to the teen-age years. The source classifies societies into six categories: V-female virginity required at marriage, premarital sex relations prohibited, sanctioned, and rare; P-premarital sex relations prohibited but weakly sanctioned and not infrequent in fact; T-trial marriages, with promiscuity prohibited and sanctioned; E-early marriage of females at or before puberty precluding premarital relations; A-premarital relations allowed and not sanctioned unless pregnancy results; F-premarital sex relations permitted, even if pregnancy results. Restrictive societies were treated as those categorized V; semirestrictive societies as those categorized P, T, E, or A; and permissive societies as those categorized F. Since societies with an E classification are quite rare, inclusion of this ambiguous category cannot much affect results.
Adulthood. Ratings of permissiveness toward adult sexual activity were based on information about extramarital sex relations presented by Ford and Beach.8 For this study, restrictive societies were those which "forbid a mated woman to engage in extramateship liaisons" and in which "the punishments meted out to offenders are . . . severe." Semi-restrictive societies forbid liaisons but "extra-mateship liaisons appear to be extremely common and are not seriously punished." Permissive societies were designated as those in which "the customary incest prohibitions appear to be the only major barrier to sexual intercourse outside of mateship;" also included in this category were societies in which wife-exchange or liaisons with siblings-in-law are customary. The procedure used to rate societies on the basis of information provided by Ford and Beach was similar to that used in determining restrictiveness toward childhood sex behavior.
Reliability aA sample consists of the societies which were involved in analyzing norm relations between the age levels indicated. The combined sample consists of all societies which were included in any of the analyses.
case for the data employed here), this source of error is attenuated. Furthermore, since different societies are usually described by different sets of authors, it can be expected that observer biases are somewhat randomized in the sample of societies. Whiting and Child report that their judges achieved satisfactory reliability in their coding and rating procedures; 10 reliability information is not reported for the other sources of data.
Sampling. A society was considered if information was available in the references concerning the society's sex norms during two or more periods of maturation. The sample, therefore, is a function of the samples developed in previous works and the amount of reported information about sex behavior for the given societies. The sample is reasonably representative in the sense that the societies considered are spread around the globe and located in numerous different culture areas; the distribution by major geographic regions is shown in Table 1. A possibility exists that more information on sex is available concerning some types of society than others. For example, ethnographers, because of their Western background may find sex restrictiveness less striking than permissiveness and therefore be less likely to make an explicit report on sex behavior in restrictive societies; this would cause the proportion of restrictive societies in the sample to be smaller than it actually is, since cases of no information are not considered. The effect could be multiplicative in cross-tabulations. If information is more often lacking about childhood sex in restrictive societies and also is more often lacking about adolescent sex in restrictive societies, and if the missing data for the two variables are not always for the same societies, then in a cross-tabulation the underrepresentation of restrictive societies would cumulate and cause too few cases to appear in some cells of the table. Steps were taken to counter the possible multiplication of selection biases by making the marginal totals in each cross-tabulation consistent with the best available estimates of the true proportions. "Best estimates" were obtained by considering all societies for which there was information for a given age in the original samples used in the sources, regardless of whether there was information for other ages. These "best available estimates" of the marginal proportions for different variables are presented in Table 2 . Marginal totals in each cross-tabulation were adjusted to correspond with the "least-biased estimates" by deleting cases from rows or columns if necessary. (All deletions were made using a table of random numbers; two tables out of six required such corrections).
Since data on the two ages in a given cross-tabulation were not available for all societies the sample was divided for analyses into overlapping subsamples. Table 1 presents the distributions for each of the subsamples-after the correction for marginal distributions-as well as for the total comr bined sample.
ANALYSES AND RESULTS
Relations Between Norms for Different
Ages. Data on the relationships between sex norms at different ages are presented in the cross-tabulations of Table 3 . Norms in infancy, childhood, and adolescence all have a positive relationship to one another lo Op. cit., chapter 3. (which amounts to a moderate linear correlation if the three levels of restrictivenesspermissiveness are viewed as constituting a scale). Norms in each of the pre-adult stages are also positively related to adult norms, but the form of the relationship is different: restrictiveness toward sex activity in adulthood appears to be equal to or greater than restrictiveness at an earlier age. The statistic X has been calculated for each cross-tabulation to provide information on degree of association." A specifies the reduction in the probability of prediction error attained by having information concerning the independent variable rather than only information concerning the marginal distribution of the dependent variable. For example, in the first cross-tabulation of Table 3 , XA shows the reduction in the probability of error in predicting childhood norms, given information about infancy, over predictions based only on the marginal totals for the childhood variable. In this case, knowing about infancy affords about a 40 percent reduction in the probability of prediction error. In the same cross-tabulation, Al specifies the improvement in predicting infancy norms given information about childhood norms; again the probability of prediction error is reduced about 40 percent. In general, the lambdas reinforce the observation that there is association between sex norms at various stages of youth.
Structural Analysis-Concepts and Procedures. In the structural analyses which follow, interest is in defining the combinations of norms which exist. Whereas, in applying measures of association, we begin with the assumption of no structure, and test cell frequencies to see if they are different from predictions based on the marginals, in structural analysis the initial assumption must be that structuring exists-that properties combine in fewer than the logically possible ways-and cells are tested to see if they are empty except for the effects of certain types of error. The result of a structural analysis is a detailed description of the relationship between variables if there is a relationship sufficiently strong to be of interest.
An unknown structure, or set of "ideal types," is assumed to underlie the distribution of cases in a table, but it is allowed that cases may exist which do not fit the pattern. This may be due to measurement errors or to cases which actually represent deviations from the ideal types. Such cases, constituting "reality errors," may be temporary, transitional states, or may constitute evidence of more complex structures and processes involving variables not under consideration. In this study it is assumed that the effects of measurement and reality errors are constant and produce a certain overall probability of misclassification between adjacent values of a variable. In this study The structural analysis of a table involved testing k x m null hypotheses 13 (k-number of rows; m=number of columns), one test for each cell in the table. As a null hypothesis in each test, it was assumed that the cell has no cases in it other than those due to error; accordingly the expected number of observed cases is entirely a function of the number of cases in adjacent cells and the probability of misclassification. In practice the expected number of cases in a cell under the null hypothesis was set equal to the probability of error (0.05) times the sum of cases in adjacent cells.
The probability of a case being in a cell, under the null hypothesis that no cases "really" occur in that cell except for errors, is equal to the expected number of cases for the cell, as calculated above, divided by the total number of cases in the sample. Given this probability, the binomial probability of getting the observed number of cases or more in the focal cell as opposed to all other cells can then be determined from tables. In this study the null hypothesis was rejected if the binomial probability was less than 0.10 and accepted if it was 0.10 or more. In other words, if it was relatively unlikely that the observed cases in a cell were all errors, it was assumed that the combination of properties represented by the cell actually occurs. The results of the analyses, although actually probabilistic, have been crystallized into definitive form, e.g., cases in cells a, b, c, but not in cells d, e, f.
While this procedure involves probability calculations, the technique is in fact statistically crude. It is simply a rough-andready decision procedure which takes into account the matter of error probability.'4 Structural Analysis-Results. The results of the analyses are indicated in Table 3 The results of the structural analysis indicate the combinations of norms which appear frequently enough to be considered "occurrent" after allowance has been made for errors. The combinations are for age levels taken two at a time rather than for all four age levels together. The reason for analyzing the two-way marginal tables rather than the full four-way classification is that the cross-cultural data are simply not adequate for the latter. Information on sex norms for all four age levels exists for very few societies, and the sample based on complete information only would be too small to be the basis of any adequate analysis.
The emphasis of this study, however, is on complete structures rather than on structures for just two age levels at a time: the purpose is to use the information on marginal distributions to make inferences about which cells would "occur" in a full four-way classification. The procedure is simply to take each of the 81 cells of the four-way classification and ask: Is this combination of norms for four ages possible given our 12 Analyses were repeated using other values. This value is optimal in the sense that it does reduce empirical complexity by indicating that some cells have cases in them only because of error; at the same time, the value retains sufficient cells that the proposed patterns account for most observed cases. 13 In fact, if a table is viewed as a multinomial distribution over all its cells, it has only km-i degrees of freedom; thus this procedure has one redundant test. 14 A more sophisticated procedure is theoretically possible by treating a table as a multinomial distribution, assuming some cells have zero values except for errors, and testing for goodness of fit between the assumed pattern and the observed distribution, using information theory formulae given in S. Kullback Tables 2 and 3 using a leastsquares solution under the assumption that only these 14 patterns actually occur. A weighting scheme was adopted to make the estimates reflect more the tables with larger N's: lines two and three of Table 2 were weighted by 4; lines one and four were weighted by 3; data in parts B, D, E, and F of Table 3 were weighted by 2; and parts A and C of Table 3 were weighted by 1.
b Examination of data for individual societies reveals few instances of patterns definitely different from the 14 above, but information on all four age levels is lacking for many societies. Observed patterns corresponding to none of the 14 were the following (each listed pattern represents one society; a dash indicates "no information" for that age level): RSSS, R-PR, SPP-, SPRS, SPPR, SPPS, PPSS, P-SS, -R-S, --SP, -SRR, -PR-, -SPP. These exceptions could constitute transient, unstable states, they could be occurrent states which are too rare to have been definitely identified with the samples and procedures of this study, or they could be products of measurement error.
combinations was found to be nonoccurrent. Using this procedure, 14 of the 81 possible patterns are found to be occurrent. These are listed in Table 4 . A pattern is read left to right in terms of advancing age: for example, SRPR means semi-restrictive in infancy, restrictive in childhood, permissive in adolescence, and restrictive in adulthood.
The most likely danger in inferring complete patterns from the two-way tables is that some patterns may be classified as occurrent when in fact they do not really occur. This is because the procedure is insensitive to third-and fourth-order interactions which might exist and further structure the data. Two points may be made relevant to this. In the first place, only 14 out of 81 possible patterns are designated "occurrent," and this suggests that we already have such a considerable amount of structuring that third-and fourth-order interactions could account for little more. That is, there is relatively little variance left for third-and fourth-order interactions to operate on, and the variance which does exist is "probably" a function of natural variation in societies. This latter statement is buttressed by a second empirical point. Looking at cases where information is available for three or four age levels, instances of all patterns but two (RRSR and PRPR) are found.
The inference procedure leaves open the possibility that some of the patterns designated as occurrent do not in fact occur. Also, since the analyses have a statistical basis, there is some possibility that patterns other than the 14 listed would be found to occur in a more extensive sample, although these would be rare in terms of frequency. Thus, designation of the 14 patterns as the occurrent patterns cannot be conceived as the last word about sex socialization patterns. They are, however, the products of careful analyses using the available data, and, as such, they represent the best present information.
Estimates of the relative frequencies of the occurrent patterns were calculated and are presented in Table 4 . These estimates were inferred in the following way. It is assumed that just 14 of the 81 cells in the complete four-way cross-tabulation actually contain any cases. Hence the marginal totals for the complete table must be built up from the frequencies in these 14 cells alone. Estimates of marginal totals for the complete tabulation appear in Tables 2 and 3 , and these figures, in combination with one another, set constraints on the possible frequencies in the 14 cells. For example, from of the 14 cells entered as unknowns) , and all of the equations can be solved simultaneously to get unique estimates of the frequencies for each of the 14 patterns. Since there are more constraining conditions than are necessary to get a solution, a leastsquares procedure was adopted to get estimates which best fit the data.'5 The leastsquares solution helps compensate for sampling fluctuations in the values of marginal totals, and a weighting procedure is incorporated into calculations to stabilize the estimates even more (see footnote to Table 4 ).
The figures in Table 4 are given in lieu of the more desirable estimates which would be obtained from a complete four-way crosstabulation (were information concerning all ages available for all societies).
In summary, variations in the permissiveness and restrictiveness of sex norms at different ages do not occur randomly but rather appear to be restricted to about 14 basic patterns out of the 81 which are logically possible within the definitions of this study. It is possible that some of the infrequent patterns presented here would be found nonoccurrent if the sample were large enough for a structural analysis of the fourway cross-tabulation. It is also possible that a more adequate sample would reveal some additional patterns besides the 14 presented here, though these would almost certainly be infrequent.
Interpretation of the Patterns. Viewing the patterns as possible variations in sociocultural systems-as types of norm clusters dealing with the same behavior areait might be hypothesized that a principle of normative consistency operates to determine which patterns can occur and which cannot. For example, if a society has restrictive adolescent norms, one might predict a tendency toward restrictiveness at other ages as well.
A hypothesis to test this is that the concurrent normative patterns have less internal variance than those which do not occur.
As paths of sex socialization which cohorts of human traverse, the patterns may be determined in part by pressures for continuity in socialization. It is presumably easier and "healthier" for humans to shift through small changes in norms than through drastic, traumatic changes. Accordingly one would expect that changes in sex norms between age levels tend to be minor, with a change, say, from, permissiveness in infancy to restrictiveness in adulthood occurring via small steps in orderly sequence. An operational hypothesis is that occurrent patterns involve greater socialization continuity than nonoccurrent patterns. (The normative-consistency and socialization-continuity hypotheses overlap but provide different predictions for those patterns which have internal variance.)
Adolescence is often assumed to be period of "storm and stress" with regard to sex impulses and it is during this period that sex potency and drive apparently reach their peak for males.'6 Perhaps, then, sex norms are more likely to be relaxed in adolescence than in other periods, and this may account for part of the structuring which occurs in sex socialization patterns. A specific hypothesis is that sex norms for adolescence have a tendency to be at least as permissive as childhood norms in the occurring patterns but not in the non-occurring patterns.
Because sex activity is innately pleasurable, a society cannot exercise complete control over the gratifications associated with sex except through extensive intervention, and restrictive norms must be maintained primarily through psychological control. Inhibitions produced by severe punishment are known to generalize readily and to be extremely resistant to extinction. Thus it can be expected that, once restrictive norms are imposed and maintained by punishment, sex behavior thereafter becomes constrained by inhibitions and there is relatively little pressure for permissiveness at later ages. That is, the imposition of restrictive norms at any age should lead generally to restrictive norms in later ages. In hypothesis form: shifts toward permissiveness are more rare and less extreme in the occurrent patterns than in the nonoccurrent patterns. Even severe punishment may not be enough to impose restrictive norms if adults and other objects of identification provide models of behavior inconsistent with the norms for earlier ages. There is an array of evidence indicating that deviant models can induce or release deviant behavior at least under some circumstances.17 This suggests that restrictive norms in youth can be effectively imposed only if accompanied by at least as much restrictiveness at later ages, especially adulthood. Operationally, this hypothesis turns out to be indistinguishable from the inhibition hypothesis; in this study, accordingly, the two hypothesis must be tested as a single unit.
Materials for testing the hypothesis are summarized in Table 5 . At this point units of observation are patterns of socialization rather than societies. In evaluating the hypothesis, attention is focused on two criteria: (a) the extent to which a hypothesis identifies patterns which occur and thereby establishes a necessary condition for the patterns; (b) the extent to which it correctly identifies patterns which do not occur and thereby establishes sufficient conditions for categorizing the patterns as occurrent or nonoccurrent. Normative Consistency Hypothesis. The restrictive, semi-restrictive, and permissive categories were assumed to define a scaled variable having values 0, 1, and 2, respectively, and each socialization pattern was assumed to represent four measurements on this variable, one for each age level. The variances within patterns were calculated, and the distribution of variances was partitioned as nearly as possible at the median, to define high consistency (low variance) patterns and low consistency (high variance) patterns. The cross-tabulation in Table 5 indicates that there is little relationship between the internal consistency of a pattern and whether or not it may occur. Continuity Hypothesis. Using the same scale vaues as above, the continuity measure for a pattern was calculated as MI-Mc+ MC-MT+MT-MA, where M represents a "measurement" on the restrictive-premissive variable at a given age. Again the distribution was divided near the median to define high continuity (low-scoring) patterns and low continuity (high-scoring) patterns. The cross-tabulation in Table 5 shows that the continuity hypothesis also does not effectively separate occurrent and non-occurrent patterns.
Adolescent Strain Hypothesis. Again using the same scale values, patterns in which MC <MT were categorized as congruent with the adolescent strain hypothesis; patterns with MC>MT were treated as incongruent. The hypothesis distinguishes all but one of the occurrent patterns; thus it "almost" states a necessary condition for sex-socialization patterns. It must be noted, however, that the single exception, PPSR, appears to be a moderately important one, judging from the frequency estimates in Table 4 . This hypothesis does not state a sufficient condition, since the upper right-hand cell contains 41 cases.
Inhibition-Imitation Hypothesis. To measure the amount of increasing permissiveness with age, the scale value of each earlier period in a pattern was subtracted from the scale values for each later period. If the value of a given subtraction was zero or negative, it was deleted from consideration; otherwise, values were summed to obtain a summary score. The distribution of scores was broken near the median to define patterns congruent with the inhibition-imitation hypothesis (low scores) as opposed to incongruent patterns (high scores). The crosstabulation in Table 5 indicates support for the hypothesis: all but one of the occurrent patterns are correctly identified; the exception, SRPR, is fairly infrequent in Table 4 . Thus the hypothesis comes very close to specifying a necessary condition for the occurrent patterns. In this case, since the increasing permissiveness scores were divided near the median and occurrent patterns constitute 17 percent of the patterns rather than 50 percent, there is no possibility of showing that the hypothesis establishes sufficient conditions, i.e., the upper right-hand cell cannot be empty. It may be noted, however, that shifting the partition of increasing permissiveness scores does not improve the hypothesis as a statement of sufficient conditions without destroying its power to define necessary conditions.
One further cross-tabulation is presented in Table 5 , to show the effect of combining the adolescent-strain and inhibition-imitation hypotheses. The table shows a high degree of association between the predicted and obtained results, and the combined hypothesis come remarkably close to defining both necessary and sufficient conditions defining occurrent sex-socialization patterns. It must be emphasized, however, that these hypotheses cannot be treated as "rules" (even allowing for the sample and measurement problems of this study) until the exceptions are explained. It might be assumed that the cases in the upper right-hand cell are actually occurrences which would be so identified in a structural analysis of a larger sample of societies. However, the exceptions appearing in the lower left-hand cell remain to be interpreted, and at least one of them, PPSR, appears to be a fairly frequent pattern.
Hypotheses Concerning Frequencies. Thus far patterns have been the units of analysis, and rules were sought to distinguish occurrent cases from those which do not occur. Now the unit of analysis is shifted from patterns to societies. Analyses focus on the relative frequencies of patterns (considering the occurrent patterns only), and statements are developed about the conditions which determine the stability or attractiveness of a pattern. Hypotheses which were tested from the "existence" standpoint now can be tested again from the frequency standpoint, for, while a condition may not be crucial in determining whether a pattern can occur or not, it may be important in determining whether an occurrent pattern is frequent. Four hypotheses were presented concerning the determinants of pattern occurrence. The success of two of these-the adolescent strain hypothesis and the inhibition-imitation hypothesis-specifying "necessary" conditions for patterns suggests that they can have little additional power in predicting frequency of patterns, since almost all of the occurrent patterns fit these hypotheses, and there is essentially no basis for further differentiation. Attention is therefore focused on the hypotheses which did not receive support at the previous level of analysis.
Internal Homogeneity and Continuity. From the normative consistency hypothesis, we would expect patterns with greater internal homogeneity to be more frequent. A glance at Table 4 indicates that now, with societies as the unit of analysis, this hypothesis receives some support. Three of the four patterns with outstanding frequencies are maximally homogeneous. In fact, the three perfectly homogeneous patterns alone account for an estimated 42 percent of societies, and the fourth frequent pattern has relatively minor internal variation. A more comprehensive test is provided by comparing the frequency ranks of all patterns with their normative-consistency ranks: the Goodman and Kruskal gamma coefficient 18 for this comparison is 0.34, indicating that, given a pair of patterns, the probability of both ranking similarly on frequency and consistency is 0.34 greater than the probability of their being in reverse order on these two variables. Thus there is a relationship. On the other hand, 0.34 is much less than the maximum value of 1.00. This suggests that, even though perfectly homogeneous patterns are favored, degree of consistency among the less-than-perfect patterns is not much related to frequency of occurrence.
The continuity hypothesis can be tested in two forms, depending on whether the focus is on normative continuity for cohorts or for whole populations. In the first case, ''continuity" means that changes in norms from one age level to another are slight, and the prediction is that patterns with higher internal continuity are the more frequent ones. As mentioned before, the variables of consistency and continuity are correlated, although not perfectly; not surprisingly, then, the exceptionally frequent patterns fit the criterion of continuity as well as of consistency. The overall measure of relationship between continuity and frequency is 0.43, indicating that continuity, like consistency, is not a sole determining condition of pattern frequency. The difference between the test for consistency and the test for continuity is not so great as to permit a confident acceptance of one principle over the other, even though continuity is slightly favored. Hence the best net conclusion would seem to be that patterns with perfect internal consistency or continuity are favored in terms of frequency, but degree of internal consistency or continuity, apart from perfection, is not a factor determining frequency.
Intergenerational Continuity. Applied to intergenerational change, the continuity hypothesis would predict that any changes that occur will be between similar rather than dissimilar patterns. For example, a society with PPPP should be more likely to go to PPPR than to, say, RRRR. While longitudinal data are needed to test social change hypotheses rigorously, a change hypothesis often has implications which can be examined indirectly and to a limited extent by cross-sectional information. In this case, the hypothesis is that a society's present state determines the probability that it will go to some other state at the next transition. The Markov chain model 19 is one means of representing transitions in which the state at time 1 determines in a probabilistic sense the state at time 2. The hypothesis can be "tested" by using it to establish a Markov process and then observing how well theoretical predictions about pattern frequency correspond to reality. The input in the analysis was a 14 x 14 probability matrix specifying the likelihood that a society would go to pattern a, b, c, . . . , given that it has a pattern a, b, c, ... , at present. The matrix was constructed to represent the predictions of the hypothesis as discussed below. The output of the analysis was a constant vector giving the proportion of societies which would be in each state after a long period of time if transitions occurred wholly in accord with the input matrix. The hypothesis is evaluated by comparing the theoretical proportions given by the constant vector with the empirical proportions presented in Table 4 . The continuity hypothesis implies that the greater the difference between two patterns, the less likely is a transition from one to the other. The "distance" between two patterns was measured by assigning scale values (0, 1, 2) to the three levels of restrictivenesspermissiveness and calculating the absolute difference between patterns summed over the four age levels. "Distance" thus represents the degrees of difference between two patterns, treating normative levels and age levels simultaneously. According to the continuity hypothesis, the probability of a transition between two patterns is inversely proportional to the distance between them; the distance values were therefore inverted and translated arithmetically to probability values. Transition to the same pattern was arbitrarily assigned the high probability of 0.67, since this represents maximum continuity and corresponds with the hypothesis. Transitions involving three or more degrees of change were assigned zero probability. The result was a standard probability matrix indicating the probabilities of various changes for a society in a given state at present if the continuity hypothesis were the only constraining factor.20 The constant vector for this matrix was calculated; it is presented in Table 6 , along with the set of empirically derived proportions presented originally in Table 4 .
The continuity hypothesis obviously does a poor job of predicting the proportions of societies with various patterns, given that the empirically-derived set of proportions does have some validity. It must be noted, however, that this analysis was set up in a restrictive way: in calculating the transition probabilities from one pattern to another, the only consideration involved was the continuity principle. Thus the probabilities are entirely a function of pattern similarity and number of patterns having a given level of similarity. Continuity may actually be involved in intergenerational change, but in combination with other factors, and these "other factors" were not considered here. The test is also dependent on the assumptions involved in Markov chain analyses, namely, that historical determination goes back no further than one generation, that social changes can be viewed as probabilistic process, that the 14 patterns are the only ones possible, and that, if the continuity principle operates, it operates in the same way at all times and places. These assumptions do not actually seem to be highly unrealistic. Furthermore, a series of auxiliary analyses were run; they indicated that the probability of a society undergoing "no change" can be altered drastically and the number of possible states changed, but results remain substantially the same. While any conclusion is conditional on the validity of the 14 patterns, on the empirical estimates of pattern frequencies, and on the assumptions involved in operationalizing the principle of intergenerational continuity, the results here indicate that change from one pattern to another is a function of something more than, or other than, pressure for cultural continuity. 20 The procedure for translating inverted-distance measures to probabilities was as follows: A table was set up with rows representing "present pattern" and columns representing "possible future pattern," and the appropriate inverted-distance measure was entered in each pattern-to-pattern cell. Sums were taken across rows and twice the row sums were entered in the major diagonal to give constant 0.67 probabilities of no change in the final matrix. Then row sums were recalculated and each entry in a row was divided by the row total. This yielded a matrix of probability vectors: each entry was translated into a number between zero and one, and entries in a row summed to one.
